INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, cars are also computers on wheels. Smartphones have become bank agencies, replacing even wallets and credit cards. Interconnected devices have massively increased in prevalence. The new industrial revolution is characterised by strong automation based on artificial intelligence. In this environment of complexity and ubiquity, we are faced with serious attacks on important infrastructures that make use of smart devices [1] - [3] . Fraud related to information security is commonplace. Nevertheless, security receives increased attention only after software has been developed or even deployed [4] , [5] .
In this context, information security is a critical issue. Security standards are essential instruments in the security assessment process [6] , [7] . Key questions to overcome security issues remain open, such as: which test cases are the most effective for security assessment? How can the effectiveness of a security assessment be verified? How can security assessments be made to be less dependent on human skills and intuition?
Systematic approaches based on quantitative analysis to support security assessment activities are needed to deal with current IT complexity. Coverage measures are important instruments in quantifying key security aspects in software testing.
We propose the identification of security properties (e.g. confidentiality and availability) and assessment dimensions (e.g. business logic and system in runtime) covered by assessment items (e.g. test cases) from sources such as security standards, by using a security assessment ontology [8] , [9] .
A set of heuristics can be applied to the analysis, selection, and prioritisation of items from security assessment designs ABSTRACT Security standards are essential instruments for security assessment. To create security assessment designs with suitable assessment items, we need to know the security aspects that are covered by a particular standard. We propose an approach to the selection and prioritisation of security assessment items. Assessment heuristics are proposed, aiming to increase the coverage of assessment dimensions and security characteristics in assessment designs. The main contribution of this paper to the field is the set of security assessment heuristics. Our approach can be applied to security standards in order to select or to prioritise assessment items with respect to 11 security properties and 6 assessment dimensions. The approach is flexible and allows the inclusion of security dimensions and properties. Our proposal is applied herein to a well-known security standard, ISO/IEC 27001, and its assessment items were analysed. The proposal is intended to support (i) the generation of high-coverage assessment designs, by including security assessment items with assured coverage of the main security characteristics and (ii) the evaluation of security standards with respect to the coverage of security aspects.
(ADs). This systematic and measurable approach has the purpose of developing security ADs, which aim to be comprehensive and low time-consuming. In this sense, this article proposes a set of security assessment heuristics to support the generation of high-coverage ADs and the evaluation of the coverage of security standards.
Our proposal is intended to be applied in the context of measurable security assessments (encompasses test and verification) in measurable applications. We have applied it here to the well-known security standard (SS) ISO/IEC 27001 [10] .
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK
A literature review has been carried out. Articles were selected from the main research databases following known systematic review methods [11] , [12] . Related works with characteristics or objectives similar to the proposed approach were selected. A more extensive view of the related works and conceptual foundations can be found in [5] , [9] .
An integrative security knowledge model and a heuristic approach to security requirements is presented in [13] . A method based on natural language analysis is proposed to refine and adapt security knowledge. The approach aims to identify vulnerabilities in natural language requirements based on reported security incidents. The approach has two parts: (1) security assessment and (2) extraction of security knowledge. This work focuses on the identification of known vulnerabilities and their variations in natural language requirements. Although the focus is technical aspects of security, the approach is also capable of incorporating aspects related to humans. Important studies and their main security concepts are presented. However, the success of the approach depends on the quality of the security knowledge.
A quantitative method of assessing and prioritising security is presented in [14] , aiming to evaluate a specific security aspect (authenticity) for access control in web applications. The analytic hierarchy process is used as a mathematical tool to transform intangible measures into tangible measures. The main objective is to assess the security aspect authenticity for access control in web applications i.e. to evaluate the authentication process of a system in test runtime. The method does not consider other assessment dimensions or security issues, such as the operating environment, network, business rules, source-code analysis, availability, and integrity. Security requirements for access control are presented by means of a checklist, and they can be used to support the security assessments of banking systems.
A methodology for the automatic generation of IT security metrics based on ISO 27001 is presented in [15] , aiming to enable organisations to assess compliance with information SSs and the effectiveness of control implementations. It is based on the security ontology presented in [16] .
A method of mapping the information security knowledge of the French standard EBIOS [17] and the German manual Grundschutz [18] for a security ontology is presented in [19] . Knowledge provided by these standards is transformed into web ontology language (OWL) code. The proposed method allows for the reusing of information security knowledge bases (KBs) and for the mapping thereof to standardised data structures. According to the authors, although there are information security ontologies, no method has been proposed to map best practice guidelines or information SSs to an ontology. The proposed approach is based on the NIST handbook [20] . To simplify the mapping process, top-level threats (e.g. data disclosure, data tampering, and data loss) that affect security attributes (e.g. confidentiality, integrity, and availability) have been defined.
The open source security testing methodology (OSSTMM) is proposed in [21] and aims to characterise operational security by examining and correlating test results consistently. An OSSTMM audit is an operational level security measure. A secondary objective is to provide guidelines to ensure that (i) the test has been conducted completely; (ii) the test includes all the necessary channels; (iii) the test complies with the law; (iv) the results are measurable; (v) the results are consistent and repeatable; and (vi) the results contain only facts derived from the tests. The risk assessment value (RAV) is a scale measure of an attack surface. It is calculated by the quantitative equilibrium between limitations and controls. On this scale, 100 RAV is a perfect balance; less than 100 represents a lack of control (or countermeasures) and therefore a large attack surface. More than 100 RAV shows more controls than are needed, which can be a problem because controls often add interactions within a scope. There are also complexity and maintenance issues.
Our proposal, which is described in the next section, provides a feasible and systematic approach based on measurable coverage of security properties.
HCAPP-SEC -HEURISTICS AND A CRITERIA-BASED APPROACH TO THE SELECTION AND ANALYSIS OF SECURITY ASSESSMENT ITEMS
When there is a large quantity of tests to do, assessment may become inaccurate, laborious, and expensive. Clear criteria are required for the selection and prioritisation of assessment items according to the relevant security requirements. HCApp-Sec is an approach to the selection and prioritisation of security assessment items, devised to support the development of security ADs in a systematic, comprehensive, quantifiable way. It is rooted in assessment heuristics. Measured diversity (from coverage measures) is ensured by considering security properties and possible perspectives (dimensions) in a security assessment.
Security assessment ontology
The approach makes use of conceptual formalisation by means of the security assessment ontology (SecAOnto) [8] , [9] . The main objective thereof is to represent and formally structure the knowledge on security assessments. Further information about SecAOnto can be found in [9] , [22] .
The essential concepts used in the context of this paper are described. We consider knowledge sources (KS) as either SSs or other documents that can be used in security assessments. A KS is composed of a set of assessment items (AIs) that can be treated as unities of knowledge.
The 11 security properties (PPs) initially considered are: availability; integrity; confidentiality; authenticity; nonrepudiation; traceability; privacy; auditability; legality; resilience; non-retroactivity.
The six assessment dimensions (DMs) considered are: business logic; system architecture; process; system in runtime; source-code structure; and operating environment. An AI is said to cover a PP or a DM if it explicitly evaluates that PP or DM. SecAOnto is applied to determine which PPs and DMs a given AI covers.
Coverage measures
The assessment results indicate that in most situations highdiversity sets achieve more efficiency and a larger coverage than those obtained by randomly generated sets of the same size [23] .
We propose an approach for quantifying the coverage of security properties and assessment dimensions of each AI of security KSs. It is used as the basic input to define the security assessment heuristics. By measuring the coverage of each AI, our approach enables the application of systematic and quantifiable heuristics, aiming at the development of comprehensive and low time-consuming security ADs. For instance, an AI that covers availability, integrity, and confidentiality is more comprehensive than one that only covers integrity.
The process of defining heuristics begins with coverage calculus. Coverage calculus considers the diversity of the assessment scope (the DMs) and the diversity of security aspects (PPs), as well as their conceptual distances, proposed in adjacency matrices (i.e. distances between DMs and distances between PPs). These distances (the degree of diversity) were initially proposed by a security expert based on a previous literature review and their professional experience, and they were refined by four system analysts and security experts. Their values range from 0.0 to 1.0. The aim of the adjacency matrices is to model the conceptual distances between pairs of the security concepts: pairs of PPs and pairs of DMs. For example, the property confidentiality has a distance value from authenticity and authenticity has a distance value from the integrity property.
The rationale is that a greater diversity (and therefore the assessment comprehensiveness) is achieved when concepts are semantically dissimilar. For example, confidentiality and availability are distinct and distant concepts, whereas privacy and confidentiality are closer concepts, since privacy is confidentiality of personal information. The proposed assessment coverage measures, based on the distances between security properties and assessment dimensions, are:
(i) Coverage of DMs (CovDM) is a measure concerning the DMs addressed by the AI. In equation (1), the numerator is the sum of the conceptual distances (or diversity) of all pairs of DMs, and c is the total number of DMs covered by the AI. The alpha constant () represents the total number of DMs (equal to 6). Hence, CovDM is a value between 0 and 1. It is greater if more DMs are covered, weighted by the diversity of covered DMs. (ii) Coverage of PPs (CovPP) is a measure concerning the PPs addressed by the AI. In equation (2), the numerator is the sum of the conceptual distances (or diversity) of all pairs of PPs, and c is the total number of PPs covered by the AI. The beta constant () represents the total number of PPs (equal to 11). Hence, CovPP is a value between 0 and 1. It is greater if more PPs are covered, weighted by the diversity of the covered PPs. (iii) Local coverage of AIs (CovLOC) is a measure of the coverage of the AI, taking the average between CovDM and CovPP. In equation (3), the numerator is the sum of the previous coverage values for the AI. Therefore, CovLOC combines CovDM and CovPP. (iv) Global coverage of KS (CovGLO) is a measure of the coverage of the KS, taking the average of CovLOC for all AIs of the KS. In equation (4), the numerator is the sum of the coverage of all AIs of a given KS; n is the total number of AIs in KS. Therefore, CovGLO is the average coverage of the AIs in the KS.
(v) Total coverage of ADs (CovTOT) is a measure of the coverage of the AD, taking the average of the CovLOC of all selected AIs (SAIs) of KSs. In equation (5), the numerator is the sum of the coverage of all AIs in a specific AD; n is the total number of AIs in the AD. Therefore, CovTOT is the average coverage of the AIs in the AD. We propose three classes of coverage measures, each class with a different application. Measures (1), (2) , and (3) refer to AIs and can be used for the prioritisation and selection of AIs that will be used. Measure (4) characterises a KS and can be used for choosing KSs according to the organisation security goals. Measure (5) characterises an AD and can be used for choosing ADs.
Heuristics for selecting the AIs of SSs
Heuristics are methods of solving problems. Heuristic reasoning is good, but we cannot say it is suitable for rigorous proofs [24] . Heuristics, in general, do not guarantee that the resulting set is the best set or even the smallest set; rather, this set has a high probability of being efficient concerning the requirements. The prioritisation techniques of test cases (AIs) are typically heuristics [25] . The role of heuristics in the context of exploratory software assessment is discussed in [26] . According to the authors, every decision of an evaluator is made under conditions of uncertainty and insufficient knowledge. Therefore, all decisions have some probability of being incorrect, and this probability means that we cannot mechanically choose the next thing to do. Instead, since each decision brings an element of risk, we can use heuristics. Even the process of evaluating a heuristic for its applicability can be an extremely useful process to help an evaluator think about what they are trying to achieve from different viewpoints and help them find a good solution to the problem [26] .
In this work, we detail and apply the heuristics proposed in [27] . Our heuristics have low computing costs for effective solutions, given that they consider the diversity of security aspects. In the context of this work, the term 'assessment heuristics' encompasses both test heuristics and verification heuristics.
Each heuristics process is an approximation to an objective. The proposed heuristics aim to select or prioritise (i) n better AIs by considering CovDM; (ii) n better AIs by considering CovPP; (iii) n better AIs, by considering CovLOC; (iv) n better KSs by considering CovGLO; (v) n better ADs (selected AIs) by considering CovTOT; (vi) n better AIs by considering coverage (CovDM, CovPP, or CovLOC) above average; (vii)
With these objectives in mind, the following security assessment heuristics are proposed.
Coverage of AD heuristics (H-CovDM) aims to select AIs with more diversity in CovDM. This heuristics method determines AIs with a high range of DMs by addressing at least one pair of DMs among those with highest distance of a KS. HCovDM relies on CovDM. This coverage is based on the diversity of the AI. If the AI addresses only one DM, the coverage value will be 0, but if it is more than one DM, its coverage value will depend on the distances between DMs. The larger the distance, the greater the diversity of DMs, and the higher the coverage value is. An example is 'Select the ten best AIs by considering CovDM'. Coverage of PP heuristics (H-CovPP) aims to select the AIs with greater diversity in CovPP. This heuristics method determines the AIs with high range of PPs by addressing at least one pair of PPs among those with highest distance of a KS. HCovPP relies on CovPP; this coverage is based on the diversity of the AI. If the AI addresses only one PP, the coverage value will be 0, but if it is more than one PP, its coverage value will depend on the distances between PPs. The larger the distance, the greater the diversity of PPs, and the higher the coverage value is. An example is 'Select the ten best AIs by considering CovPP'. In this case, there would be a cut line, and the ten AIs with the higher CovPP values would be selected. In this context, it is not guaranteed that the resulting set is the best set; rather, this is a set that is efficient and considers the diversity of PPs. .800, then CovLOC=0.625. In this case, AI (c) will be selected. An example is 'Select the first ten AIs by considering CovLOC'. In this case, there would be a cut line, and the ten AIs with the highest CovLOC values would be selected. In this context, it is not guaranteed that the resulting set is the best set; rather, it is a set that is efficient and considers the diversity of ADs and PPs.
Global coverage heuristics (H-CovGLO) aims to select the KSs with the highest average of the sum of the CovLOCs of all AIs. This heuristics method determines the KSs with the higher values of CovGLO. An example is 'Select the first two KSs by considering CovGLO'. In this context, it is not guaranteed that the resulting set is the best set; rather, it is a set that is efficient and considers the average of the CovLOCs of each KS (CovGLO) of the database.
Total coverage heuristics (H-CovTOT) aims to select the ADs with the higher values of CovTOT. As an AD is composed of SAIs of KSs, this heuristics method selects the ADs that have, in their set of AIs, the highest average of the sum of CovLOCs (CovTOTs). An example is 'Select the first two ADs by considering CovTOT'. In this case, the two ADs with the highest CovTOT values will be selected. In this context, it is not guaranteed that the resulting set is the best set; rather, this is a set that is efficient and considers the average of the CovLOCs of each AD (CovTOT) of the database. This heuristics method can be interesting, for example, when we want to reuse designs that have proven efficient in a certain context. In addition, experienced and robust ADs may be candidates for becoming KSs.
Above average heuristics (H-AboveAvg) aims to select or prioritise AIs that are above average by considering CovDM, CovPP, or CovLOC of all the AIs from a specific KS. This heuristic is an approximation to the objective of identifying n AIs that have higher coverage values by considering the average of one of the coverages (CovDM, CovPP, or CovLOC) as the cut line. Some examples of using the heuristics method are 'Select all AIs with above-average CovDM values'; 'Select all AIs with above-average CovPP values'; 'Select the top five AIs with above-average CovDM, CovPP, and CovLOC values'. In these cases, AIs with higher coverage values are selected. In this context, it is not guaranteed that the resulting sets are the best possible sets; rather, they are efficient (based on the coverage, either CovDM, CovPP, or CovLOC) and consider the average as a cut line. This heuristics process can be useful, for example, when we need to create efficient designs in a certain context by considering the average. In this context, it is not guaranteed that the resulting set is the best set; rather, it is an efficient set and considers the values of CovDM and CovPP pairs of a certain KS of the database.
In Table 1 , we present a synthesis of the proposed security assessment heuristics.
APPLYING HEURISTICS TO ISO/IEC 27001
In this section, we present a case study of an application of HCApp-Sec to the selection and prioritisation of AIs for ADs.
Among the well-known and accepted information security KSs, ISO/IEC 27001 [10] was selected (identified as KS1). The proposed heuristics were applied to KS1. The complete dataset can be found in [28] .
Concerning usage examples of the heuristics, we expect (i) to verify the possibility of selecting better AIs and (ii) analyse how heuristics can be used in selection or prioritisation based on the measures of coverage of DMs and PPs. Table 2 presents an example of the application of the HCovDM heuristics, which resulted in the five best AIs and the five worse (informative) AIs of the KS1 dataset, according to the proposed heuristics. This heuristics attains higher diversity with respect to DMs, based on CovDM. Table 3 presents an example of application of the H-CovPP heuristics, which resulted in five best AIs and the five worse (informative) AIs of the KS1 dataset, according to the proposed heuristics. This heuristic attains high diversity with respect to PPs, based on CovPP. Table 4 presents an example of an application of H-CovLOC heuristics and values for CovDM and CovPP, which resulted in the five best AIs and the five worse (informative) AIs of the KS1 dataset, by considering CovLOC. This heuristics method attains high diversity with respect to DMs and PPs, based on the average of CovDM and CovPP.
H-CovGLO (Table 5) aims to select or prioritise KSs that attain the highest value of CovGLO i.e. it aims to select the KSs that are the most comprehensive by considering the average CovLOC values for all the AIs.
CovGLO for KS1, used in this study case, is 0.252. We intend to compare this value with other KSs in future works. This comparison can be useful for choosing, for example, which KSs should be used in certain compliance assessments.
One example of the heuristics process is 'Select the three of the best KSs by considering H-CovGLO'.
In Table 5 , a simulation of a selection of all the sources of the database is presented. In this hypothetical situation, we present the selected KSs, highlighted based on H-CovGLO.
The CovGLO values of the KSs are simulated to demonstrate the use of the heuristics, with the exception of KS1, which presents the real value.
H-CovTOT aims to select or prioritise the ADs that attain high CovTOT (the average of the values of CovLOC for the selected AIs).
An example of an application of the above is 'Select the three best ADs for considering CovTOT'. Table 6 shows all three ADs prioritised for CovTOT by using the CovLOC valuesHAboveAvg aims to select or prioritise among the most comprehensive AIs of a KS by considering the AIs with values above the average of CovLOC, CovDM and CovPP.
An example of the heuristics process is 'Select the AIs with values above the average, by considering CovPP'. Table 7 presents all the AIs selected according to the H-AboveAvg heuristics by using CovPP; additionally, H-AboveAvg can be used to select AIs by using CovDM and CovLOC.
For KS1, the averages are: CovDM = 0.220; CovPP = 0.284; and CovLOC = 0.252.
H-ParetoPercentage aims to select the smallest set of AIs of a KS, which achieves high comprehensiveness percentage. The goal is to achieve improved completeness, but with less effort (the number of selected AIs). Table 8 presents an example of an application of this process, which selects AIs such that the sum of CovLOC values reaches 40 % of the total for KS1".
In Figure 1 , an application of H-ParetoPercentage to the KS1 dataset (CovLOC) is presented. As shown therein, after sorting the AIs by considering the individual CovLOC values of all AIs, a cut point can be identified i.e. a point at which a smaller number of AIs presents a certain percentage of CovLOC, among all the AIs of KS1.
H-ParetoFrontier aims to select or prioritise AIs considering both CovDM and CovPP at the same time (bi-objectively). After obtaining the sum of distances between DMs and PPs, values of CovDM and CovPP are obtained. Table 9 presents an example of an application of the above, which selects AIs that have CovDM and CovPP values that are greater than 0.430.
In Figure 2 In this view, we identify the points that can be selected or prioritised because they simultaneously achieve improved results by considering two coverage objectives (CovDM and CovPP).
For example, in Figure 2 , the AIs in the upper-right quadrant are more adequate when we consider the values of CovDM and CovPP at the same time.
In [29] we detail the implementation of coverage calculus algorithms that calculate the coverage of security characteristics. This is an important step in the generation of security assessment criteria. We shared it in the GitHub Repository [30] . This 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
By using the well-known SS (ISO/IEC 27001), we observed that the proposed approach is pragmatic and realistic, and it can be useful in real-world situations of security assessments.
The H-CovDM heuristics process attains high diversity with respect to DMs. As shown in Table 2 , the best set of five AIs by following H-CovDM is: 11.6.2, 12.3.2, 11.7.1, 11.5.6, and 10.3.1.
The H-CovPP heuristics process attains high diversity regarding PPs. As shown in Table 3 Table 5 , the CovGLO values of the KSs are simulated to demonstrate the use of the heuristics, with the exception of KS1.
H-CovTOT aims to select the AIs with the highest CovTOT of an AD, i.e. the average of the values of CovLOC for the selected AIs. As shown in Table 6 , three ADs were prioritised for CovTOT by using the CovLOC values.
H-AboveAvg aims to select or prioritise AIs by considering the AIs with values above the average of CovLOC, CovDM, or CovPP. In Table 7 , all AIs selected are presented according to the H-AboveAvg heuristics by using CovPP. For KS1, the H-ParetoPercentage aims to achieve improved completeness, but with less effort. In Table 8 , we present the AIs such that the sum of CovLOC values reaches 40 % of the total for KS1. As shown in Table 8 , by including the AI 10.8.3, we achieved the objective of 40 % (40.32 %).
H-ParetoFrontier aims to select or prioritise AIs considering both CovDM and CovPP at the same time (bi-objectively). Table  9 presents the AIs that have CovDM and CovPP values that are greater than 0.430. As shown in Table 9 
CONCLUSION
In this article, we presented the HCApp-Sec coverage heuristics for selecting and prioritising AIs. Our proposal focuses on applying heuristics to make the use of SSs systematic, ensuring that security characteristics are covered by the security ADs; in this way, a small number of AIs can be selected for testing a comprehensive set of security characteristics. Our proposal can be applied to the selection and prioritisation of the AIs of any SS. We considered 11 PPs and 6 DMs. Other PPs or DMs can be included by making the additional conceptual formalisations and by defining the semantic distances from the new concepts to those already defined.
HCApp-Sec was applied to a well-known security KS (ISO/IEC 27001 -KS1). We characterised KS1 by identifying which DMs and PPs that their 133 AIs addressed. We also presented the quantities of dimensions and properties addressed by all AIs. All the proposed heuristics were exercised in the selection or prioritisation of the AIs of security ADs, thus demonstrating the feasibility of the application of our proposal.
The approach proposed herein can assist security researchers in the generation of ADs with assured coverage of key security characteristics and a priori assessment of security KSs with respect to scope and security. Specifically, the proposal can support (i) the selection or prioritisation of items with respect to the coverage and comprehensiveness of PPs and DMs; (ii) the selection of items that combine specific PPs or DMs; (iii) coverage analysis of items in an AD for more than one objective (scope or security); (iv) analysis of a source of security knowledge with respect to the coverage of important scope and security characteristics.
In future work, we hope to include PPs related to e-Voting domains, such as anonymity, uniqueness, transparency, and noncoercibility [31] . Since heuristics are approximations of objectives, one can think of replacing them with exact solutions that, for example, select the best set of 10 AIs or one of the smaller sets of AIs covering 80 % of the PPs. Our proposal is to develop algorithms to improve the selection of AIs. For example, meta-heuristic methods can be applied to indicate sets of viable solutions.
